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Governor Marlin O' Malley
100 State Circle
Annapolis, MD 2140i

Dear Governor O'Malley:

Attempts by -y office to obtain additional formal information and accountability regarding the death of
a Maryland state employee, Hannah Wheeling, in a Deparlment of Juvenile Services facility have been met with

only continuing silence. The cloak of silence on this terrible tragedy does not serve the interests of the citizens

of Maryland well, in my opinion. Members of the legislature and the public deserve some answers. Would you

be so kind as to answer the following questions, in writing or by telephone, to me, in the next day or two?

1.) Why has the public not been updated on the circumstances surrounding this tragedy for more than

five months?
2.) What has delayed the filing of either juvenile or adult criminal charges for over five months?

3.) When will charges be filed?
4.) What was the cause of death of Hannah Wheeling as determined by the OCME?

5.) What has been done to give confidence to state employees, members of the legislature, and the

general public that such a tragic murder of a state employee in the Depafiment of Juvenile Services

will not recur?
6.) When will additional information on this matter be released?

My office has received unofficial reporls again recently that charges may be imminent in this case, but we have

been hearing such reports for months followed by continued inaction. Even if charges were to be filed in the

near future, most of the above questions will still deserve an answer due to the prolonged lack of transparency

by the Department in this case. It is my belief that the interests of public safety are better served if accurate

information is released under such circumstances sooner rather than later.

I look forward to your prompt and immediate response. I stand ready to take your personal telephone call to

discuss this matter.

Most Sincerely,

Anthony J. O'Donnell
Minority Leader
Maryland House of Delegates


